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For nearly a century, images of the American Indian have pervaded 

Hollywood Cinema. Many different images of the Indian have been offered 

to movie-goers throughout the years, as well as to Native Americans 

themselves. My research focuses on how Native Americans have been 

affected by these on-screen portrayals.  

My research will take a psychological approach towards determining how images of American Indians in film affect 

the sense of identity of Native Americans. I will make use of the Thematic Apperception Test, or TAT, projective 

analysis which, from a writing sample, determines a participant’s current mood, need for achievement, need for 

affiliation, need for power, and self worth. The study will involve the screening of film clips to university students 

who identify themselves as Native American. To begin, participants will be shown a ‘neutral’ film clip: a clip from a 

documentary detailing some aspect of Native American life. The participants will then fill out the TAT analysis to 

determine a control for each participant. Next, the participants will be shown a clip where Indians are portrayed as 

“bloodthirsty savages.” The TAT analysis will be repeated. The next clip will portray Indians as childish and helpless 

in the face of the white man, followed by the TAT analysis again. The final clip will portray Indians as a downtrodden 

race in need of help, followed by a final TAT analysis. With the data collected, I will conduct an analysis for each 

participant to determine how each film clip affected him or her. Beginning with the control TAT analysis, I will be 

able to go through each subsequent TAT test and see if and how each film clip changed the participant’s mood, sense 

of worth, and self centeredness. 

The body of work covering the American Indian in film is vast, as is that covering the Native 

American sense of identity.  However, it appears that very little work has been done concerning what 

impact the various images of film have had upon the identity of Native Americans. I will attempt to 

discover through my work what adverse effects popular films have had upon the American Indian. A 

fitting place to begin would be to look at the history of Native Americans in film. For the greater part 

of a century of film, the American Indian has been portrayed as less than a human being. He has 

always been either an enemy or a friend, but never a man of his own - never a dynamic character 

(O’Connor 1998). This is unsurprising considering the fact that many of the first Europeans to come to 

America considered the continent to be unpeopled, at least in their eyes by a civilized people  (Deloria 

1980). This, however, seems to be the only real constant in their portrayal. The Indian’s role in film 

was whatever society needed him to be at the time: a ‘child of nature’ in the late 19th century as 

Europeans grew disillusioned with the industrial world, a natural enemy in the mid-1900s during the 

two World Wars, and an oppressed people during the 60s and 70s as protest fever grew (O’Connor 

1998). But no matter the image, the genre of film most responsible for perpetuating images of Indians 

was, and still is, the Western. O’Connor found in his analysis that the Western most often portrays 

Indians as “flat characters, relatively nondescript evil forces that help establish an atmosphere of 

tension” (O’Connor 1998). Thus is set the stage for much of the relations between Whites and Indians. 

Vine Deloria found through his own studies that this condescending view of Indians taken by whites 

had several adverse effects on identity. As a Native American himself, he felt that  his people had 

taken on a childish view of themselves - as trustees of the state rather than an independent group 

(Deloria 1980). However, they did not merely accept the image the white man had created for them, 

argues Theresa O’Nell. Instead of seeing the images presented in media and automatically absorbing 

them, she asserts that these images caused a questioning of identity (O’Nell 1994). The classic denial 

of humanity to a subjugated people is what occurred with Native Peoples during the settling of the 

American continent and what has caused them to ask the question “Who am I?” (O’Nell 1994). Thus, 

the history of the Indian in film has been analyzed as has the history of the Indian’s perception of 

himself. Study has been done on how American Society projected itself onto the Native American, but 

little study has been done to connect the two - on how these images have impacted the American 

Indian mentally and how these images have changed the culture of an entire group of peoples. I will 

attempt to fill the holes left by studies of film, analyses of psychology and histories of oppression with 

an anthropological study of a people who have had humanity denied to them through the medium of 

film.  
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Pictures 

“The Lone Ranger and Tonto” Retrieved 3/28/12. http://www.rareserials.com  

“Battle of Elderbush Gulch” Retrieved 3/28/12. http://www.masausturesimleri.info 

“Dances With Wolves” Retrieved 3/28/12. http://www.swotti.com 

 

What effect have the images of Native Americans presented by Hollywood 

had upon Native Americans? How have these images affected the sense of 

identity of Native Americans?  
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